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Plant Maintenance with SAP
"Learn how to successfully structure your technical systems and business
processes in plant maintenance using SAP Enterprise Asset Management (EAM).
You'll learn the ins and outs of plant maintenance with SAP, including essential
customization settings and processes - from refurbishment to condition-based
maintenance. This updated edition is based on SAP ERP 6.0, and includes
expanded information on subcontracting, inspection rounds, easy document
management, and much more. " --rear cover.

SAP Solution Manager for SAP S/4HANA
Kubeflow Operations Guide
Do you want to dramatically lower total cost of ownership (TCO) for manufacturing
IT architectures and manufacturing, as well as reduce supply chain operational
costs? The methodologies and technical applications presented in this first annual
ISA-95/MESA Best Practices book will help get you started on the right track. This
book provides in-depth coverage on how you can apply ISA-95, Enterprise-Control
Integration Standard, to help lower TCO of manufacturing operations management
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(MOM) systems and their enterprise and plant interfaces. It consists of a series of
related Ã‚"how-toÃ‚" white papers described in the context of ISA-95 models,
definitions, and data exchanges. To be competitive, actual manufacturing
operations activities must be highly interactive in supply chain and enterprise
processes for effective collaboration and competition. This is the domain of
collaborative and flexible MOM system architectures. This book explains the
business cases for using evolving ISA-95 methods to effectively design, implement,
change and optimize the MOM business processes and supporting MOM system
architectures within the distributed pull supply chains.

SAP HANA 2.0
Auditing and GRC Automation in SAP
This book focuses on the practical, day-to-day requirements of working with SAP
ERP Financials (SAP FI). It guides you through the various Financial Accounting
functions step-by-step: documents, account reports, special postings, automatic
procedures, accounts receivable accounting, accounts payable accounting, general
ledger accounting, closing operations, and asset accounting. Numerous tips and
tricks designed to help maximize your daily work are included throughout. For all
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users of all SAP releases from SAP R/3 4.6 to SAP ERP 6.0. 1. Comprehensive
coverage of SAP FI Learn how to make the best use of SAP FI in your daily work
with comprehensive coverage of SAP General Ledger and more. 2. Tips and tricks
for daily work Maximize your time with numerous tips and tricks designed to help
you get the most out of the most common tasks, features and programs. 3. Stepby-step walkthroughs Master even the most complex functions in SAP FI using stepby-step walkthroughs enhanced with screenshots and sample scenarios. 4. Up-todate for SAP ERP 6.0 Understand the new features in SAP FI and SAP Financial
Supply Chain Management (FSCM). 5. Helpful additional resources Find answers
quickly in the appendices, which include menu paths, a full glossary, and a
complete index. Highlights: General Ledger Accounting Accounts Receivable
Accounting Accounts Payable Accounting Asset Accounting Bank Accounting
Closing Operations Overview of the Innovations in SAP FI 6.0

Education and Health in Sub-Saharan Africa
Whether you know it as plant maintenance or asset management, this is the only
guide you need to set it up in SAP S/4HANA! Start by planning your plant
maintenance implementation, and then jump into configuring the organizational
structure and system-wide functions. Use step-by-step instructions to set up your
technical systems, from your equipment and fleet to your materials and
assemblies. If you're looking to configure breakdown maintenance, corrective
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maintenance, preventive maintenance, predictive maintenance, or all four, this is
the book for you! Highlights include: 1) Organizational structures 2) Notifications 3)
Work orders 4) Equipment management 5) Preventive maintenance 6) Predictive
maintenance 7) Breakdown maintenance 8) Corrective maintenance 9) SAP Fiori
launchpad 10) Project plan

SAP ERP Financials User's Guide
Your company is now on SAP S/4HANA--so how do you run your plant maintenance
operations on this new system? Between these pages, you'll find the detailed, stepby-step instructions you need for your routine (and non-routine) functions. Ample
screenshots walk you through scheduling repairs, planning maintenance cycles,
completing inspections, and all the tasks you perform to keep your assets in shape.
With information on new UIs and mobile apps, this guide is the only one you need!
Highlights include: 1) Asset management 2) Organizational structures 3) Work
orders 4) Notifications 5) Preventive maintenance 6) Repairs 7) Inter-department
integration 8) Plant maintenance controlling 9) User interfaces 10) Mobile apps

Plant Maintenance with SAP S/4HANA: Business User Guide
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Sales and Distribution in SAP ERP
In today's competitive business environment, most companies realize that the
better they can manage their customer relationships, the more successful they will
become. Customer Relationship Management (CRM) software systems are key
tools for companies to manage the customer-facing processes of their businesses.
However, many companies have resisted implementing this most critical customeroriented application due in large part to the lack of a single-point resource on
implementing a CRM system. This book attempts to fill that gap. Implementing
SAP® CRM will help technologists and managers come to grips with the vision,
concept, and technology of CRM. It begins by laying out the groundwork for
understanding CRM. It explains the concept and context of CRM and the tangible
business benefits of CRM adoption. Demonstrating a professional approach to the
evaluation and selection of SAP, it details the critical success factors (CSFs),
patterns, and anti-patterns of a successful SAP CRM implementation. CRM
implementations can add significant benefit to the company’s bottom line only if
the company first transforms itself into a customer-centric and customerresponsive enterprise. This book explains what it means to be a customer-centric
and responsive enterprise, and provides a framework for business operations
based on customer relationships, rather than the traditional four Ps (product,
positioning, price, promotion). It further spells out business process reengineering
(BPR) strategies to configure internal business processes and operations with SAP
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CRM to improve customer-facing strategies, services, and relationships.

Practical Workflow for SAP
Do you need to learn SAP for your day-to-day work? Get the detailed steps and
screenshots that walk you through the processes you need to do your job. Get
comfortable with logging on to and navigating the system, maintaining your data,
creating reports, printing, and so much more. Whether youre entering data,
automating tasks, or building your foundational knowledge of the SAP system, this
book has your back.

Building Age
This book discusses the prevalent process of commodity market reform in the
specific context of cocoa, coffee, cotton, grains and sugar markets, and provides
lessons by selectively drawing on cross-country experience in those markets. The
commodity markets covered in this book deserve special attention for the following
reasons. A? They play an important role in many developing countries. A? These
markets illustrate how well special features can influence the reform process and
illustrate the importance of taking initial conditions into account when designing
reform. A? Experience from commodity markets illustrates how long-standing
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interventions can crowd out markets and institutions geared toward the support of
private markets. A? Close examination of liberalization at the commodity level
shows the practical ways that changes in marketing systems can result in a shift in
political power away from the government and toward the private sector in the
design and implementation of commodity subsector policies. This book focuses on
commodity-specific conditions that quickened or slowed the pace of reform and
looks at the relationship between changing markets and institutions. It argues that
the benefits of market reform and trade liberalization are only fully realized when
the supporting factor markets and the institutions work.

IBM Power Systems Virtualization Operation Management for
SAP Applications
Pipeline 75 User's Guide
Optimizing Reverse Logistics with SAP ERP
Building models is a small part of the story when it comes to deploying machine
learning applications. The entire process involves developing, orchestrating,
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deploying, and running scalable and portable machine learning workloads--a
process Kubeflow makes much easier. This practical book shows data scientists,
data engineers, and platform architects how to plan and execute a Kubeflow
project to make their Kubernetes workflows portable and scalable. Authors Josh
Patterson, Michael Katzenellenbogen, and Austin Harris demonstrate how this open
source platform orchestrates workflows by managing machine learning pipelines.
You'll learn how to plan and execute a Kubeflow platform that can support
workflows from on-premises to cloud providers including Google, Amazon, and
Microsoft. Dive into Kubeflow architecture and learn best practices for using the
platform Understand the process of planning your Kubeflow deployment Install
Kubeflow on an existing on-premises Kubernetes cluster Deploy Kubeflow on
Google Cloud Platform step-by-step from the command line Use the managed
Amazon Elastic Kubernetes Service (EKS) to deploy Kubeflow on AWS Deploy and
manage Kubeflow across a network of Azure cloud data centers around the world
Use KFServing to develop and deploy machine learning models

SAP S/4HANA Financial Accounting Certification Guide
The Cultivator
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Preparing for the SAP S/4HANA Finance 1511 or 1610 exam? Make the grade with
this certification study guide. Explore test methodology, key concepts for each
topic area, and practice questions and answers to solidify your knowledge. From
the SAP General Ledger to financial close, this guide will review the key technical
and functional knowledge you need to pass with flying colors. Your path to SAP
S/4HANA Finance certification begins here! a. Test Structure Prepare with up-todate information on each topic covered in the 1511 and 1610 exams, like asset
accounting and financial closing to cross topics like G/L indicators, document
parking, and posting validations and substitutions. b. Core Content Review major
subject areas like the general ledger accounting, accounts payable and accounts
receivable, asset accounting, and financial close c. Q&A After reviewing chapters,
test your skills with in-depth questions and answers for each section and improve
your test-taking skills.

The Encyclopaedia Britannica, Or, Dictionary of Arts, Sciences,
and General Literature
Outsourcing this term holds a promise of best-in-class service at low cost. But how
do you realize this potential? Read this book, and you'll learn everything needed to
decide on your own SAP outsourcing strategy: Which components or project types
are best suited to outsourcing? Which outsourcing model is right for your
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company? How do you find a reliable and affordable partner? And how to define
SLA's that really work? You'll benefit from the author's extensive experience in the
field and the numerous examples from real-world projects provided throughout
Making the Decision: Find out whether your organization is the right candidate for
an SAP outsourcing initiative, explore the benefits of different outsourcing models,
and learn which components and projects are best suited. Choosing a Partner:
They'll promise you everything, but will they deliver? Find out which information
you should request in advance, how the screening process works, and what to
consider when setting up a contract. Plus, benefit from real-life templates for
Requests for Information and Request for Proposal documents Executing the Plan:
Whether you are planning an SAP implementation or upgrade, production support,
or a global delivery, find out which tools and staff you need, how to set up a
feasible schedule, and get familiar with your most important partner the
Integration Manager. Real-life Case Studies: Throughout the book, you'll find case
studies with experiences other organizations made. Learn what they did right, but
don't repeat their mistakes

Inventory Management with SAP S/4HANA
Configuring Plant Maintenance in SAP S/4HANA
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SAP Business One
Jump-start your inventory operations in SAP S/4HANA! Review basic inventory
practices and consult step-by-step instructions to configure SAP S/4HANA for your
organization's requirements. Then put the system to work! Run the SAP Fiori
applications that guide your core inventory workflows: inventory planning, goods
receipt, core inventory, production planning, and inventory analysis. This hands-on
guide to inventory has the details you need! In this book, you'll learn about: a.
Inventory Planning Set up a successful inventory management system. Understand
how to implement key planning strategies like make-to-order, make-to-stock, MRP
Live, and Kanban in your SAP S/4HANA system. b. Inventory Execution Ensure your
system runs smoothly. Tap into the potential of SAP Fiori applications and execute
core inventory processes such as exception handling, physical inventory, transfers,
and more. c. Inventory Analysis Make the most of your inventory analytics tools.
See what's offered with SAP S/4HANA, such as real-time data and role-based
design; then dive in to CDS views, KPI monitoring, custom queries, and more.
Highlights Include: 1) Inventory optimization 2) Inventory planning 3) Goods receipt
4) Core inventory 5) Production planning 6) Inventory analysis 7) Configuration 8)
Deployment 9) SAP Fiori applications
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Using SAP
Are you an SAP Business One user who wants to make your life easier? Tune out
the wide world of SAP and zone in on the SAP B1 tasks and transactions that
support all of your critical processesfrom financials to production and beyond. With
step-by-step instructions and tips from members of the SAP Business One North
American Partner Advisory Council, including Carl Britton Lewis, this book is what
youve been waiting for: The key to doing your job better in SAP B1.

Careers in IT Consulting
This pocket-sized guide is your roadmap to implementing the relevant CobiT
Controls using SAP tools. Starting with the business/IT requirements dictated by
the Sarbanes-Oxley Act, the authors explain the relevant controls of the CobiT
framework and show you exactly which tools and services SAP provides for the
smooth implementation of these controls within your IT operations.

Harvesting Operations in the Tropics
This is the book you need to master reverse logistics. You ll learn how to configure
and use SAP ERP to optimize reverse logistics practices, particularly returns,
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repairs, and refurbishment. And with the step-by-step instructions, real-world
examples, and tips provided throughout, you ll find many ways to streamline your
processes and make your business perform more efficiently. This is the book that
will ensure you re getting the most out of the reverse logistics tools in SAP ERP.
Basic Principles of Reverse Logistics Explore what reverse logistics is and how it
can help you develop a more efficient and cost-effective business. Reverse
Logistics Functionalities Get a thorough understanding of the various reverse
logistics processes, and learn how they are executed within SAP ERP. SAP ERP
Configuration Learn how to customize SAP ERP for reverse logistics to work for your
needs. Finance in Reverse Logistics Learn how to recapture value for reverse
logistics with accounting and valuation in SAP. Real-World Examples and Tips Use
the insider tips provided throughout to find solutions to your own reverse logistics
issues.

Implementing SAP® CRM
Plant maintenance with SAP Enterprise Asset Management (SAP EAM) is more than
just a routine checkup. Use this must-have guide to structure your functional
locations, capture shift notes and shift reports, and much more. Dive into the
technical underpinning of SAP PM, from material and plant maintenance
assemblies to linear asset management. Discover best practices and real-world
tips make to your SAP PM job easier. a. Best Practices for Your Day-to-Day Duties
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Harness the power of SAP EAM with real-world best practices and strategies.
Discover critical SAP EAM functionality like shift notes, shift reports, and
preventative maintenance. b. Specialized Functionality and Framework Master SAP
EAM business processes, from planned repairs and refurbishment, to
subcontracting, and pool asset management. Map and implement these processes
to your specialized requirements with detailed guides to optimize SAP PM daily
workload. c. Under-the-Hood Insight Explore technologies both old and new; see
how SAP Work Manager, SAP Rounds Manager, SAP Business Client, and SAP HANA
can impact your day-to-day with SAP PM.

Using SAP
Over the last few years, financial statement scandals, cases of fraud and
corruption, data protection violations, and other legal violations have led to
numerous liability cases, damages claims, and losses of reputation. As a reaction
to these developments, several regulations have been issued: Corporate
Governance, the Sarbanes-Oxley Act, IFRS, Basel II and III, Solvency II and BilMoG,
to name just a few. In this book, compliance is understood as the process, mapped
not only in an internal control system, that is intended to guarantee conformity
with legal requirements but also with internal policies and enterprise objectives (in
particular, efficiency and profitability). The current literature primarily confines
itself to mapping controls in SAP ERP and auditing SAP systems. Maxim Chuprunov
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not only addresses this subject but extends the aim of internal controls from legal
compliance to include efficiency and profitability and then well beyond, because a
basic understanding of the processes involved in IT-supported compliance
management processes are not delivered along with the software. Starting with
the requirements for compliance (Part I), he not only answers compliance-relevant
questions in the form of an audit guide for an SAP ERP system and in the form of
risks and control descriptions (Part II), but also shows how to automate the
compliance management process based on SAP GRC (Part III). He thus addresses
the current need for solutions for implementing an integrated GRC system in an
organization, especially focusing on the continuous control monitoring topics.
Maxim Chuprunov mainly targets compliance experts, auditors, SAP project
managers and consultants responsible for GRC products as readers for his book.
They will find indispensable information for their daily work from the first to the
last page. In addition, MBA, management information system students as well as
senior managers like CIOs and CFOs will find a wealth of valuable information on
compliance in the SAP ERP environment, on GRC in general and its implementation
in particular.

Service Level Management
Businesses are using IBM® Power Systems servers and Linux to consolidate
multiple SAP workloads onto fewer systems, increasing infrastructure utilization;
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reliability, availability, and serviceability (RAS); and scalability, and reducing cost.
This IBM Redpaper Redbooks publication describes key hardware and software
components of an SAP solution stack. Furthermore, this book addresses nonfunctional items like RAS, security, and issue handling. Practical help for planning,
implementation, configuration, installation, and monitoring of a solution stack are
provided. This publication addresses topics for sellers, IT architects, IT specialists,
and anyone who wants to implement and manage SAP workloads on IBM Power
Systems servers. Moreover, this guide provides documentation to transfer how-to
skills to the technical teams, and it provides solution guidance to the sales team.
This publication complements documentation that is available at IBM Knowledge
Center, and it aligns with educational materials that are provided by IBM Systems.

Plant Maintenance with SAP
"Ready to get S&OP working for you? See how to configure SAP Integrated
Business Planning to fit your organization, from master data types to planning
levels. Then execute demand planning, perform unconstrained or constrained
supply planning, and consolidate the results into views with step-by-step
instructions. Get more out of your new SAP IBP implementation with what-if
scenarios, KPIs, dashboards, and built-in integrations"-Page 17/27
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Financial Accounting with SAP S/4HANA
• Step-by-step explanation of all critical EAM functions• Explore the technical
structure of EAM, and its application to business processes and integration•
Practical, real-world tips and tricks for managing daily operations• 3rd edition
updated and expandedWe all know that there is much more to plant maintenance
than just tightening a loose bolt. Add this practical, must-have guide to SAP
Enterprise Asset Management (EAM) to your arsenal of tools and reduce the
complexity of your day-to-day plant maintenance tasks. You will learn the ins and
outs of plant maintenance with SAP, including essential user settings and key
processes. Whether you are an end user or decision maker, ensure that your EAM
workflow is running as well as your plant.Tips and Tricks for your Daily
WorkMaximize your time with real-world tips and tricks designed to help you get
everything you need out of EAM.Business Process IntegrationExplore the critical
EAM functions and how EAM can be used alongside other SAP modules, like SAP
EH&S, Materials Management, and more.Under-the-Hood InsightUnderstand the
technical structure of EAM, including functional locations, material and plant
maintenance assemblies, and Linear Asset Management.EAM ExpandedLearn how
to improve the day-to-day usability of SAP EAM with new technologies like SAP
Work Manager, SAP Rounds Manager, SAP NetWeaver Business Client, and SAP
HANA.New in This EditionThe third edition is updated and expanded with new
content on spare parts, time-based and performance-based preventative
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maintenance, user acceptance, and more.

Business transformation in operation (s)
Managing IT like a business demands integrated and systematic business and IT
insight the kind of integration and systematic insight that SAP has spent the last 35
years helping the world s leading companies achieve. Best-run businesses use
SAP® solutions to automate key business processes so they can close the gap
between strategy and execution. Best-run businesses drive clarity into their
organizations by gaining insight for improved performance, efficiency for optimized
operations, and flexibility to adapt quickly to changing circumstances.Like best-run
businesses, best-run IT organizations are able to optimize operations, maximize
innovation, and adjust rapidly to evolving business needs. Their IT management
solutions help them better understand themselves and their customers and make
the best decisions in the face of challenging expectations and constraints.This
book outlines SAP s view on best-run IT. It will help orient you to our related
solutions and provide you with ideas for driving clarity and business value in your
IT organization.

25 Top Consulting Firms
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Familiar with some aspects of managing Workflow, but not with others? This title
lets you pick the sections or chapters that are most relevant to you; focus on the
provided conceptual explanations, technical instructions, or both. It includes topics
such as configuration, administration and troubleshooting, design, and
enhancement.

Monitoring and Operations with SAP Solution Manager
Starting a new SAP S/4HANA Finance implementation? Get it right the first time!
From setting up an organizational structure to defining master data, this
comprehensive guide to configuring SAP S/4HANA Finance walks you through each
project task. Follow illustrated, step-by-step instructions organized by functional
area: General ledger, AP, AR, controlling, profitability analysis, and more. Get your
new SAP S/4HANA Finance system up and running smoothly! Highlights: 1)
Controlling 2) Financial accounting 3) Universal Journal 4) General ledger 5)
Accounts payable (AP) 6) Accounts receivable (AR) 7) Asset accounting 8) Bank
accounting 9) Cost center accounting 10) Internal orders 11) Profitability analysis
12) Group reporting

Plant Maintenance with SAP
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Preparing for your SAP HANA 2.0 technology associate exam? Make the grade with
this C_HANATEC_16 certification study guide! From installation and configuration to
monitoring and troubleshooting, this guide will review the key technical and
functional knowledge you need to pass with flying colors. Explore test
methodology, key concepts for each area, and practice questions and answers.
Your path to SAP HANA 2.0 certification begins here! In this book, you'll learn
about: a. The Test Whether this is your first SAP HANA 2.0 certification or your
third, you need to know what's going to be tested. This guide follows the exact
structure of the exam, so deepen your knowledge of SAP HANA 2.0 and walk
through new certification topics. b. Core Content Review major subject areas like
deployment, database administration, security, monitoring, migration, and more.
Then master important terminology and key takeaways for each subject. c. Q&A
After reviewing each chapter, put your knowledge to the test with questions and
answers for each section and improve your test-taking skills. Highlights include: 2)
System architecture and deployment 3) Installation and configuration 4) Database
administration 5) Tenant databases 6) Scale-out systems 7) Database security 8)
Backup and recovery 9) System replication 10) Monitoring and troubleshooting 11)
Root cause analysis 12) Migration 13) C_HANATEC_16 exam

SAP HANA 2.0 Certification Guide: Technology Associate Exam
This new guide describes the implementation of Service Level Management with
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SAP technology. Developed from the practice of SAP Global Support, this invaluable
guide provides readers with missioncritical background information on Service
Level Reporting and provides exclusive tips for establishing sensible Key
Performance Indicators in SAP operations. In addition, an entire chapter is devoted
to providing extensive practical guidance for the implementation of these
requirements, using SAP Solution Manager 4.0.

Sales and Operations Planning with SAP IBP
Enter the fast-paced world of SAP HANA 2.0 with this introductory guide. Begin with
an exploration of the technological backbone of SAP HANA as a database and
platform. Then, step into key SAP HANA user roles and discover core capabilities
for administration, application development, advanced analytics, security, data
integration, and more. No matter how SAP HANA 2.0 fits into your business, this
book is your starting point. In this book, you'll learn about: a. Technology Discover
what makes an in-memory database platform. Learn about SAP HANA's journey
from version 1.0 to 2.0, take a tour of your technology options, and walk through
deployment scenarios and implementation requirements. b. Tools Unpack your SAP
HANA toolkit. See essential tools in action, from SAP HANA cockpit and SAP HANA
studio, to the SAP HANA Predictive Analytics Library and SAP HANA smart data
integration. c. Key Roles Understand how to use SAP HANA as a developer,
administrator, data scientist, data center architect, and more. Explore key tasks
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like backend programming with SQLScript, security setup with roles and
authorizations, data integration with the SAP HANA Data Management Suite, and
more. Highlights include: 1) Architecture 2) Administration 3) Application
development 4) Analytics 5) Security 6) Data integration 7) Data architecture 8)
Data center

Outsourcing SAP Operations
"1st German edition published 2013 by Galileo Press, Bonn, Germany."

CobiT and the Sarbanes-Oxley Act
“Logistic Core Operations with SAP” not only provides an overview of core logistics
processes and functionality—it also shows how SAP’s Business Suite covers logistic
core operations, what features are supported, and which systems can be used to
implement end-to-end processes in the following logistic core disciplines:
Procurement, Distribution, Transportation, Warehouse Logistics and Inventory
Management, and Compliance and Reporting. In this context the authors not only
explain their integration, the organizational set-up, and master data, but also
which solution fits best for a particular business need. This book serves as a solid
foundation for understanding SAP software. No matter whether you are a student
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or a manager involved in an SAP implementation, the authors go far beyond
traditional function and feature descriptions, helping you ask the right questions,
providing answers, and making recommendations. The book assists you in
understanding SAP terminology, concepts and technological components as well as
their closed-loop integration. Written in a clear, straight-forward style and using
practical examples, it contains valuable tips, illustrative screenshots and
flowcharts, as well as best practices—showing how business requirements are
mapped into software functionality.

Logistic Core Operations with SAP
This book brings together information on harvest methods, system productivity,
and methods for conducting safe, efficient, and environmentally acceptable
operations in tropical forests. It highlights the challenges of harvest operations in
the tropics, includes techniques that have been shown to be successful, and
discusses newer technologies. Numerical examples are provided to provide clarity
for interpreting graphs, procedures, and formulas.

IT Business Management: Solutions from SAP - A Pocket Guide
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The Hitchhiker's Guide to Operations Management
Whether you're entering data, using SAP software on a daily basis, or need a
foundational knowledge of navigating the SAP system, this book offers detailed
steps and screenshots that walk you through the processes you need to do your
job: logging on to the system, navigation and maintenance, creating reports,
printing, and more.

Configuring SAP S/4HANA Finance
Finance professionals, it's time to simplify your day-to-day. This book walks
through your financial accounting tasks, whether you're using SAP GUI transactions
or SAP Fiori apps in your SAP S/4HANA system. For each of your core FI business
processes--general ledger accounting, accounts payable, accounts receivable, and
fixed asset accounting--learn how to complete key tasks, click by click. Complete
your FI operations smoothly and efficiently! In this book, you'll learn about: a.
Financial Accounting Basics See your finance workflows from end to end, and
discover how key SAP S/4HANA simplifications impact financial accounting. Walk
through standard processes such as order-to-cash and purchase-to-pay, the
organizational structure, and how FI integrates with controlling. b. Tasks and
Transactions Follow step-by-step instructions to complete your daily FI tasks in SAP
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S/4HANA, including period-end close and reporting. Learn to perform event-based
revenue recognition for project accounting in SAP S/4HANA Cloud. c. SAP GUI and
SAP Fiori See your tasks illustrated with detailed screenshots for both the
traditional SAP GUI interface and the corresponding SAP Fiori applications. Tap in
to new functionality and an improved user experience! Highlights Include: 1)
General ledger accounting 2) Fixed asset accounting 3) Accounts payable 4)
Accounts receivable 5) Project accounting 6) Organizational structure 7) Period-end
closing 8) Reporting 9) SAP GUI transactions 10) SAP Fiori apps
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